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PURPOSE:
• Identify typical subjects for inspection. Using Portland-Nelson Rd as a comparison, identify subjects of another recent inspection tour.
• Identify any alternative phases of the process
• Identify any alternative preconceptions arrived at pre-inspection
• Identify categories of pre-inspection references
• Identify general sources of local knowledge who might be consulted as part of the inspection process

SUBJECT:
see Plan 1

METHOD:
• Firstly, advise the subject of the purpose of the interview
• Identify a suitable comparison inspection tour.
• Using the test case notes as a blueprint, attempt to identify subjects of concern on the second case which were not mentioned previously.
• Compare the phases of the test case with the second case.
• Compare the pre-conceptions of the test case with the second case.
• Using an analogous teaching situation, elicit categories of references a new inspector would be asked to consult before her first inspection.
• Using an analogous teaching situation, elicit general sources of local knowledge a new inspector would be asked to consult during her first inspection.
QUESTION FOCUS:
1. Unstructured run through of second inspection
2. Which references would a new inspector be advised to consult
3. Which people would a new inspector be advised to contact during the inspection process.
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